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POZUELO DE ALARCON, Spain: On a
tree-lined street in the wealthy Madrid
suburb of Pozuelo de Alarcon a shiny red
Lamborghini, placed in the showroom’s
prime position, courts the attention of
Spain’s elite.

The Italian luxury car maker opened its
first dealership in Spain in the exclusive
neighborhood, home to top footballers
and executives, in 2013 as the country was
limping out of a steep recession caused by
the collapse of a property bubble in 2008.

“It’s going very well. We are meeting all
our goals. We can’t complain,” said the
dealership’s salesman, Alberto Pajuelo
Fernandez. Lamborghini’s success in Spain
is a sign of how the rich have become rich-

er during the country’s economic down-
turn while the ranks of the poor have
swelled, a hot-button issue in Sunday’s
general election.

The dealership, located on the same
street as the local headquarters of Spain’s
ruling conservative Popular Party which is
facing a stiff battle to retain power, sold
nine cars last year.

Sales in 2015 are on track to match or
even surpass last year’s figures even
though Spain’s unemployment rate stands
at 21.1 percent, the highest in the
European Union bar Greece.

The number of millionaires in Spain-
defined as having a fortune of over a mil-
lion US dollars excluding their main resi-

dence and consumer goods-rose by 40
percent to 178,000 last year from 2008
when the crisis started, according to con-
sulting firm Capgemini. 

At the same time the number of peo-

ple living with “severe material depriva-
tion” in the country has doubled since
2007 to just over three million last year,
according to a study by anti-poverty
agency Oxfam.— AFP

JAKARTA: Asian policymakers yesterday
applauded a historic turn in US monetary poli-
cy, but analysts warned the region’s
economies face vulnerabilities, with Taiwan
cutting interest rates, although markets took
the Federal Reserve rate hike in their stride.

The prospect of the first hike in US rates in
almost a decade had kept emerging markets
on edge in the weeks before the decision,
amid fears investors would redirect capital to
higher-yielding US debt in a fresh blow to
their shaky economies. However, an initial ral-
ly smoothed the brows of Asian central
bankers, who were the first to respond to the
hike as US policymakers sought to end an era
of ultra-low rates that followed the global
financial crisis.

“The Fed’s action brings an end to the lift-
off uncertainty,” said Amando Tetangco, the
governor of the Philippine central bank, which
left interest rates on hold at a monetary policy
meeting yesterday.

Taiwan’s central bank unexpectedly cut its
policy rate by 12.5 basis points, suggesting
that worries about the region’s sluggish
growth, not capital flight, are at the front of
policymakers’ minds. The relief among policy-
makers, and investors, comes as the global
economy navigates some rough terrain, with

many export-reliant economies hit by cooling
growth in China and deflationary pressures
rising amid a collapse in commodities.

Add to that mix pedestrian growth in
Japan and the eurozone, and it isn’t hard to
see why many investors were nervous about
the prospects of rising borrowing costs in the
United States.

Indeed, the more composed initial mar-
kets reaction was aided by the fact the Fed
had clearly flagged the move in advance, and
also said the pace of tightening would be
gradual - an important signal for many asset
markets adjusting to less stimulus after years
of flush Fed liquidity.

Indonesia was at the centre of the “taper
tantrum” in mid-2013, when the Fed talked
about cutting its bond purchases, and this
year its rupiah currency has been one of the
region’s worst performers.

But the rupiah rallied on Thursday, and
other regional currencies rose initially before
pulling back, with Indonesia’s President Joko
Widodo welcoming the Fed’s decision
“because there is certainty.”

Bank Indonesia kept interest rates
unchanged on Thursday, as expected, but
said it saw more room to lower them next
year, although it would monitor market reac-

tion to the Fed hike.
“The effect is positive for us - the stock

index rose, the rupiah strengthened, the
financial market reacted positively,” Widodo
told reporters.

More easing in Asia
Others, however, cautioned that higher

interest rates would pose problems for
economies that were too reliant on debt-
fuelled growth. “The Fed’s hike will stiffen the
headwinds for growth in Asia,” said Fred
Neumann, HSBC’s chief Asia economist.

“Rising funding costs, especially in highly
indebted economies, will slow the leverage
cycle on which regional demand has increas-
ingly come to depend,” he said.

And despite the Fed hike, policy in much
of Asia is set to loosen further in a reflection of
the fitful growth in the region. Barclays econo-
mist Wai Ho Leong expects monetary easing
in the first half of next year to be led by India,
China and probably also Indonesia and South
Korea. “No one is turning hawkish after the
Fed has hiked,” he said. 

“Most central banks are dovish. This is to
counter the effects of the trade recession,
which hits Asia disproportionately harder than
any other region in the world.” — Reuters

HONG KONG: People walk past an electronic board showing Hong Kong share index outside a local bank in Hong Kong
yesterday. Global stocks posted broad gains yesterday after the Federal Reserve ended protracted uncertainty by rais-
ing interest rates for the first time in nearly a decade and signaling that further increases will be gradual. —AP 

Asia policymakers spared Fed 
jolt, support shaky economies

Economists see more scope for monetary easing in Asia next year

Fed rate hike gives ECB 
a welcome helping hand
FRANKFURT: Just weeks after disappointing investors with smaller-
than-expected stimulus, the European Central Bank has got a helping
hand from the Federal Reserve with a US rate hike that could limit the
need for further action of its own.

The Fed and the ECB are moving in opposite policy directions as
the US economy strengthens while Europe struggles with tepid
growth, high unemployment and anaemic inflation far from the ECB’s
target despite its best efforts so far to boost it.

The US hike, the first in almost a decade, immediately started weak-
ening the euro - a move which if prolonged would be a double-bless-
ing for the ECB as it boosted the currency zone’s exporters while simul-
taneously helping to kickstart inflation.

More importantly, the calm market reaction to Wednesday’s hike
suggests investors accept divergence between the world’s top two
central banks, allowing the ECB to hold a steady course.

“The ECB will to some extent be able to decouple financing condi-
tions in the euro area from the US,” Dirk Schumacher, senior European
economist at Goldman Sachs, said. “The divergence story will stay with
us.” The ECB extended quantitative easing two weeks ago to prop up
growth. But its move to shave 10 basis points off the deposit rate and
extend but not substantially expand bond-buying was far less ambi-
tious than expected, disappointing markets and pushing the euro
more than 3 percent higher on the day.

Some of that is already being reversed, with the euro weakening
around 1 percent since the Fed decision. Government bond yields of
euro zone members like Germany, France, and Italy, which had risen
after the ECB decision, edged down 6-8 basis points for 10-year paper
on the back of the Fed’s move. That was seen by some as a thumbs-up
to the Fed and fixing what some investors saw as a misstep by the ECB:
Rising US rates could in theory have raised European borrowing costs
so a counter-intuitive yield fall suggests ECB policy is increasingly
detached from the Fed.

“We are not seeing any spillover of the US monetary policy in
Europe and we will likely not see it because the rate hike was fully
priced in,” Marco Brancolini, RBS European rates strategist, said.

“More importantly, euro rates are driven by US rates only in the
very short term. In the long term, 10-year Bund levels depend on ...
(ECB) monetary policy.” Danske Bank predicted only a ‘slight upward
pressure’ on eurozone debt yields in the coming six to 12 months. 

MIXED PICTURE
Others noted that this disconnect would allow the euro to fall fur-

ther against the dollar.
“There is the potential for a further devaluation in the euro and

that’s the best thing that can happen to the eurozone,” Peter Bofinger,
one of the ‘wise men’ that advise the German government on eco-
nomic policy. Although the ECB has repeatedly said it was ready to
ease policy further if necessary, analysts polled by Reuters only see a 40
percent chance of further action next year.

Indeed, with growth picking up and the euro staying weak or get-
ting weaker, the need for more action could also decrease.

“While the interest rate change doesn’t make any difference eco-
nomically, it has a big psychological impact,” said Bofinger.

“If the euro starts to slip, the fall can happen fast - there is no speed
limit for devaluations.” That said, the picture for the ECB becomes
more mixed further out. If a weaker euro remains a key tool for it to
boost inflation, that lever could also be compromised as growth in the
euro zone gradually starts to improve. — Reuters

Lamborghinis versus ‘garbage salaries’
The rich became richer during Spain’s economic downturn


